
15-381 Spring 06 Midterm03/09/06Name:________________ AndrewID:_____________
• This is an open-book, open-notes examination. You have 80 minutes toomplete this examination.
• Write your answers legibly in the spae provided on the examination sheet.If you use the bak of a sheet, indiate learly that you have done so onthe front.
• Write your name and Andrew ID on this page and your andrew id on thetop of eah suessive page in the spae provided.
• Calulators are allowed but laptops and PDAs are not allowed.
• Good luk!
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Andrew ID: _________________________________ 21 Informed Searh1.1 (8 points)

Consider the above searh spae, where S is the start node and G1, G2, andG3 are goal states. Searh with multiple goals proeeds the same way as searhwith a single goal, exept that the algorithm terminates when any of the goalstates in the goal set is reahed by an optimal path. The links are labeled withthe ost of traversing them and the heuristi ost to a goal is reported insidethe nodes.For eah of the following searh strategies, indiate whih goal state is re-ahed (if any) and list, in order, all the states visited during the searh. Inthe ase of ties, the algorithm should expand nodes in lexiographial order (Abefore B, et.).
• Best-First SearhGoal State Reahed: G3 States visited: S,B,C,G3 (Note: It does notmatter if S was listed or not)
• A*Goal State Reahed: G2 States visited: B,C,F,D,G2



Andrew ID: _________________________________ 31.2 (5 points)Suppose that we have a searh problem for whih it is not possible to omputediretly the ost of eah node (say s) to the goal (or the start). However, in thisproblem, we an assume that we have a proedure P (s, s′) whih returns +1 if sis better (estimated as having lower ost to the goal) than s′ and −1 otherwise.Is is always possible to implement a version of best-�rst searh by using thistype of proedure instead of a numerial heuristi funtion? If not, state theondition(s) that must be met for best-�rst searh to be implementable withsuh a proedure.There are several ways of implementing best �rst searh with suh a funtion.Choosing the node in the queue that is better (aording to P ) than any of theother nodes is the most popular one (with di�erent implementations suggested).Any reasonable variation was aepted. There is one ondition, however, for best-�rst searh to make sense, whih is transitivity: P (s, s”) = +1 if P (s, s′) = +1and P (s′, s”) = +1. If this ondition is not satis�ed, there is no notion of"bestänymore. One point was deduted for missing that one.1.3 (5 points)The relaxed version of a searh problem P is another searh problem P ′ with thesame states, suh that any solution of P is also a solution of P ′. More preisely,
P ′ uses the same states as P , and if s′ is a suessor of s in P , it is also asuessor in P ′ with the same ost. If we view P and P ′ as graphs of states, theset of ars in P is a subset of the set of ars in P ′ with the same osts.Prove that for any state s, the ost c(s) of the path between s and the goalfound by solving P ′ is an admissible heuristis for P .Sine P ′ ontains all the ars from P with the same osts: The lowest-ostpath in P (of ost h∗(s)) is a valid path in P ′, therefore its ost must be greaterthan the ost of the minimal path in P ′: c(s) ≤ h∗(s), sine, by de�nition, c(s)is the lowest ost path in P ′.This turned out to be a more di�ult question than antiipated; the situationbeing not helped by a typo in the original question. As a result, this ended beingan almost guaranteed 5 points.



Andrew ID: _________________________________ 42 Loal Searh (6 points)For eah of the following algorithms, state whether it is guaranteed to onvergeto the global maximum. Assume that the state spae is �nite. Justify your answerin one sentene for eah algorithm:
• Hill-limbing from a randomly hosen initial ondition.
• Simulated annealing
• Geneti algorithm searhAnswer: The answer is NO to all three. Although this is obvious for hill-limbing, it is not so obvious for the other two. Simulated annealing is onlyguaranteed to onverge to the global maximum only in probability and with in-�nite iterations and temperature derease. GA is not guaranteed either. Fullmarks for any reasonable statement of the type "yes, but in probability only", or"yes, if ini�nite iterations".



Andrew ID: _________________________________ 53 Uninformed Searh (9 points)Given a maze with the start state S and the goal state G, number the ells in theorder they are visited by eah searh algorithm using the following guidelines:
• Gray ells ontain obstales and an not be used.
• Moves are onsidered in the following order: Up, Right, Down, Left. Dia-gonal moves are not allowed.
• Loops are deteted automatially and no state is visited twie.
• For Bi-Diretional BFS, the start state is evaluated before the goal state.Begin by labeling the start state as '1', the next state as '2', et.A. Breadth-First Searh
B. Depth-First Searh
C. Bi-Diretional Breadth-First SearhEither of the following was aepted:



Andrew ID: _________________________________ 64 Game Trees (9 points)

Consider the above game tree.4.1 (2 points)What is Player A's next move?Y4.2 (7 points)Whih nodes would not be visited if alpha-beta searh is used?f,i,x,p,q,r



Andrew ID: _________________________________ 75 Two-player mixed strategy Nash EquilibriumTwo ompeting groery stores, Tiny Eagle and Partfood, are planning to re-novate their Shadyside stores to sell more fruits in this neighborhood. But aspart of their strategi plans, they have to simultaneously deide what kinds ofustomers they want to target and therefore what kinds of fruits they shouldbuy from the suppliers. There are two type of ustomers in the Shadyside neigh-borhood. One kind prefers to buy organi fruits whih are more expensive thanthe normal fruits. The other kind prefers to buy fruits with lower prie and donot are if they are organi or not. Let us all the former type of ustomersorgani ustomers(O) and the latter type non-organi ustomers(N).Suppose there are 15,000 organi ustomers and 20,000 non-organi usto-mers in Shadyside. If these two stores favor di�erent types of ustomers, theywill get the maximum amount of eah type of ustomers to visit their stores. Butif both stores favor the organi ustomers, Partfood will get 3/5 of the organiustomers and Tiny Eagle will get 2/5 of the organi ustomers. In this ase,non-organi ustomers will not go to any of these two stores. On the other hand,if both stores favor the non-organi ustomers, Tiny Eagle will get 3/5 of thenon-organi ustomers and partfood will get 2/5. Similarly, organi ustomerswill not go to any of these stores in this ase. Assume the pro�t of eah ustomeris 1.5.1 (5 points)Write down the matrix form of the game.Answer: When Tiny Eagle's strategies are rows, Partfood's are olumns,N ON 12, 8 20, 15O 15, 20 6, 9When Tiny Eagle's strategies are olumns, Partfood's are rows,N ON 8, 12 20, 15O 15, 20 9, 65.2 (5 points)Are there any pure dominant strategies? Are there any pure strategy solutions?If yes, show what they are. If no, brie�y explain why.Answer: No pure dominant strategies. Pure strategy solutions are (N,O) and(O,N), sine none of the stores would like to hange their strategies in theseases.



Andrew ID: _________________________________ 85.3 (5 points)Let us assume Tiny Eagle favors the organi ustomers with a probability p = 0.2and Partfood already knows this. Whih pure strategy will Partfood pik?Answer: Organi ustomers.5.4 (5 points)Suppose Tiny Eagle favors the organi ustomers with a probability p and Part-food favors the organi ustomers with a probability q, ompute the expetedpro�t of Tiny Eagle and Partfood respetively in terms of p, q.Answer: Payo� for Tiny Eagle is A1 = 6pq + 20(1-p)q + 15p(1-q) + 12(1-p)(1-q) = -17pq + 3p + 8q + 12. Payo� for Partfood is A2 = 9pq + 15(1-p)q+ 20p(1-q) + 8(1-p)(1-q) = -18pq + 12p + 7q + 8.5.5 (10 points)Are there any mixed strategy solutions that are not pure strategy solutions? Ifyes, show what these solutions are. If no, brie�y explain why.Answer: Yes. Calulate the derivative dA1/dp = -17q + 3 = 0, dA2/dq =-18p + 7 = 0, so p* = 3/17, and q* = 7/18.



Andrew ID: _________________________________ 96 Robot Motion Planning6.1 Voronoi DiagramsBelow is a map of an environment with walls and boundaries.1. Roughly draw the Voronoi roadmap of this environment, taking into a-ount both its walls as well as its boundaries.

Any Voronoi diagrams whih looked roughly like this one got full points.



Andrew ID: _________________________________ 106.2 Approximate Cell DeompositionConsider the same environment with an initial approximate ell deompositionas shown. Cells are free spae if they are entirely free of obstales, else they areonsidered bloked. A point-robot (no shape or mass) starts at Start and wishesto reah Goal.1. Is there a path from Start to Goal in this deomposition? No2. If so, draw one suh path in the diagram below. If not, modify thedeomposition in a way that allows a valid path. draw your modi�ationsas well as a valid path.
Start

Goal

There are many possible solutions. The main point is that ells are onsidered`bloked' if there is even the slightest overlap with an obstale.



Andrew ID: _________________________________ 116.3 Sampling-based MethodsWe now takle the path-planning task with a sampling approah. Assume thatwe've sampled the points shown below and we wish to plan a path using themethod for obtaining a Probabilisti Road Map (PRM) disussed in lass.1. Draw a PRM with K = 2 on these points, onsidering the walls andboundaries to be �forbidden regions�.2. Is there a path from Start to Goal in this PRM? No
Start

Goal

A valid PRM ontains lines from `Start' and `Goal' to the other points,something whih many people overlooked. Also, note that every pointonnets to its K nearest neighbors, so it is possible for a point to end uphaving more than K edges touhing it. Valid PRMs with slightly di�erentedges were not penalized sine it is di�ult to visually evaluate distanes,but it should be lear that the resulting PRM has no path.



Andrew ID: _________________________________ 123. If the above PRM has no path, add points at any desired positionsbelow to indue a PRM that ontains a path. Draw the resulting PRMusing the same proedure as above.
Start

Goal

p1

p2

Note: Adding point p1 by itself does not indue a PRM with a path, as youan hek and verify. However, adding just a single point was not penalizedbeause it is di�ult to visually evaluate distanes. Again, a valid PRMmust ontain edges from `Start' and `Goal' to other points.



Andrew ID: _________________________________ 134. If the two walls in this environment were to be extended until they left amuh smaller gap (as shown below), whih of the following path planningalgorithms' running time would be a�eted? Assume that all algorithmsare exeuted until a valid path is found.Algorithm A�eted? (Yes/No)Voronoi diagrams NoApproximate Cell Deomposition YesPRMs with K = 2 YesVisibility Graphs NoRapidly Expanding Random Trees (RRTs) Yes
Start

GoalSampling-based algorithms (PRMs,RRTs) are a�eted beause the hanesof randomly sampling just the right set of points to indue a path dereasewith the size of the gap. Approximate ell-deomposition is a�eted beause�ner granularity deompositions would be needed until the path is found. Voro-noi diagrams and Visibility graphs are una�eted beause they are `geometri'algorithms dependent only on the number of edges and verties in the map.



Andrew ID: _________________________________ 147 Airport Counter Alloation ProblemThe Pittsburgh International Airport has a �xed number of hek-in ounters,grouped into islands. Assume that there are n islands and m ounters in total.The goal is to alloate enough ounters to eah �ight (the number depends onthe airraft type). The ounters for a partiular �ight have to be in the sameisland. A ounter an not be shared by two �ights running at the same time.You an assume the number of �ights to be k and a funtion isoverlap(i, j)whih returns true if �ights i and j overlap, and false otherwise. Also assumethe number of ounters needed by �ight number i as ci, and the number ofounters in island i is mi.7.1 (4 points)Suppose eah ounter needed by eah �ight is represented by the pair (islandnumber, ounter number). De�ne the ounter alloation problem as a CSP.
• Variables : (Iij , Cij),where i denotes �ight number varying from 1 to kand j denotes the jth ounter assigned to the ith �ight and varies from 1to ci.
• Domain : domain of Iij is [1, n]domain of Cij is [1, m]

• Constraints : ∀i, j, k, Iij = Iik ( unique island for a �ight )
∀i, j, k, Cij 6= Cik ( all ounters for a �ight are di�erent )
∀i, j, k, l, i 6= j ∧ isoverlap(i, j) → Cik 6= Cjl ( two overlapping �ightsnever share a ounter )



Andrew ID: _________________________________ 157.2 (6 points)Now, suppose the ounters needed by eah �ight are represented by the pair(island number, �rst ounter number). Now, de�ne the ounter alloation pro-blem as a CSP using this representation. What is the e�et of the hangedrepresentation of the CSP problem?
• Variables : (Ii, Ci),where i denotes �ight number varying from 1 to k

• Domain : domain of Ii is [1, n]domain of Ci is [1, m]

• Constraints : ∀i, Ci + ci − 1 <= mIi
( ensures that enough ounters areavailable in the island assigned to a �ight )

∀i, j, isoverlap(i, j) → [Ci, Ci + ci − 1] and [Cj , Cj + cj − 1] dont interset( two overlapping �ights never share a ounter )With the hanged representation, the number of variables is redued, hene therunning time dereases.7.3 (3 points)Consider a portion of the Pittsburgh International Airport, where there are 5ounters. Counters 1,2, and 3 are in island 1, and ounters 4,5 are in island 2.Let there be three �ights A, B and C departing at the same time. Flights A,B, and C require 1, 1, and 3 ounters respetively. Consider the formulation ofthe problem as a CSP disussed in the previous problem based on �rst ounternumber. Please answer True of False for the following questions:
• If the variables of �ights are assigned in the order A, B, and C, the CSPsearh does enounter a on�it. True
• If the variables are assigned in the order of most restrited variable, theCSP searh does enounter a on�it. False
• If the variables of �ights are assigned in the order A, B, and C, forwardheking helps in reduing the number of steps in searh. True


